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12. “Greek, Roman, and Byzantine Botany: Sources in English.” 1992. School of Pharmacy and Department of Classics, University of Wisconsin [photocopy offset]. 14 pp.
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19. “Greek and Roman Military Medicine: A Synoptic Guide to Scholarly Aids, Texts, Sources, and Studies, with an Introduction.” ‘Introduction: Why Focus on Ancient Military Medicine,?’ ‘Contexts: The Historical Narrative (Some Suggestions),’ ‘Contexts: Military History in Greek and Roman Times ‘Handbooks’ and Other Guides,’ ‘How to Use ‘Handbooks’ and Other Reference Guides,’ ‘Bibliographies,’ ‘On Classical Encyclopedias and Dictionaries,’ ‘Texts: Greek Military Medicine, Surgery and Related [the Hippocratic Fractures, Joints, ‘Mochlion’; The Hippocratic On the Doctor or Physician; the Hippocratic Epidemics V; the Hippocratic Wounds of the Head; Ctesias of Cnidus, Doctor-Historian; Philip II and Critoboulos at the Siege of Methone; Alexander the Great and the Malians: Critoboulos ‘Does it Again’; Diocles of Carystos’ Medical Works, esp. Surgery; Apollonius of Citium’s Commentary on the Hippocratic Joints; Heracleides of Tarentum and the To Antiochis and To Astydamus; the Military Manuals of Aeneas Tacticus, Asclepiodotus, and Onasander,’ ‘Inscriptions and Physicians among the Greeks [Numismatics and Inscriptions; Studies and Epigraphical Collections: Greek Medicine and Related],’ ‘Some Secondary Studies: Greek Military Medicine and Related,’ ‘Roman Military Medicine [Contexts and the Army of the Roman Republic; Surveyors, Farm-Lore, and Cato the Elder; Vegetius, the ‘Ancient’ Roman Legion, and Horse Medicine; Apsyrus, Julius Africanus, the Roman Cavalry, and Equine (and Human) Medicine; Cornelius Celsus; Scribonius Largus; Titus Statilius Criton of Heraclea Salbace; Galen of Pergamon; Antyllus et al.; Some Scattered References to Military Physicians in ‘Later Roman’ Sources; Ammianus Marcellinus;Procopius; Theophylact Simocotta; Ps.-Maurice; Papyri; Paul of Aegina and his Predecessors in


**LECTURE OUTLINES DISTRIBUTED ONLINE**

_Greek & Roman Medicine & Pharmacy_  
[Soc. & Admin. Pharmacy/History/Classics/History of Science/History of Medicine 561]


Lecture Summaries Distributed Online

History of Pharmacy

[Soc. & Admin. Pharmacy/History of Science 401]

I: “Prehistoric Humans and Foods, Drugs, and Medicine. Archaeology, Agriculture, Parasites, and Pharmacognosy. Carbon 14 and Pollen Analysis & the Herbs at Shanidar. Methods and Approaches to the Early History of Pharmacy. Further Reading [Annotated]: Prehistoric Humans; Prehistoric Art; Food-Plants, Drug-Plants and Agriculture; Parasites, Parasitology, Vectors, and Disease; Scientific Techniques and Analysis in Archaeology. Some Basic References [annotated]: Herbal Pharmacology; Pharmacognosy; Plant Biochemistry; Phytotherapy; ‘Handbooks’ (Trease & Evans, the Merck Index, Martindale, others); the usefulness of the ‘old’ editions of Wood & LaWall; the 1946 ed. of Lange, ed., Handbook of Chemistry.” 2005; rev. 2007; rev. 2008; rev. 2010. 30 pp.

